
Flood & Drought- Fixing Climate  
 

We are seeing 100 year flood and drought events as often as every 5 years.  This is due to three 
major drivers: 

1. We are warming and warm air extracts more moisture faster from the soil (drought) and 
holds that water in the air where it can create much larger rain events (deluge). 

2. The poles are warming as much as five times faster than the equator.  It is the temperature 
differential between the poles and the equator that drives the jet stream which not only 
evens out our temperatures north to south but sweeps our weather systems over our lands. 
As we lose this temperature differential weather systems hang out longer and create 
extreme events. 

3. Higher temperatures together with tillage and chemical agriculture practices burn the 
organic matter out of soils.  Reduced organic mater means reduced water holding 
capacity hence more flood and drought. 
 

So what are the leavers at our disposal: 
● For every 1% increase in organic matter in average soil that land can hold an extra inch 

of rainfall.  So increasing organic matter will reduce runoff and make more water 
available during droughty times. This increases plant growth. (See the 
soil-carbon-sponge)  

● Increased plant growth over a longer season not only puts more organic matter into the 
soil but actually cools in two ways.  

○ Green growing plants cool the soil thus reducing ground level warming. 
○ Green growing plants send moisture up to form clouds where ground level heat is 

released with a shorter escape route into space.  They also send up bacteria which 
helps trigger the cloud and raindrop formation required for throwing that heat 
away and making gentle local rains happen. 

 
 
 
 What to focus on:   *No bare soil.  *Minimise disturbances  *avoid quick acting chemicals 
*Maximise diversity above and below ground  *Slow the water leaving the land  
  
By treating the soil right we will reduce pollution, cool the planet and have healthier food.  
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